tion of the panel. The panel considered the facts,
the submissions of the parties, and the case law provided by the parties, and determined to exercise its
discretion to order that the summary of the decision
should be published without names. In the view of
the panel, having regard to the facts and submissions, publication of the member’s name would
cause unnecessary and disproportionate anxiety and
stress to the member given all of the circumstances,
his advanced age, and the fact that the member
has clearly undertaken not to practise professional
engineering. It would be an unwarranted and disproportionate penalty when considered cumulatively
with the balance of the penalties. It is the panel’s
view that the publication of the summary without
names, would, in the very specific fact situation
herein, be sufficient to meet the requirements of
the sentencing regime under the act. The member,
the profession and the public may have confidence
in the conduct of professional regulation by the
publication of the summary. The panel finds the
particular constellation of facts before it sufficiently
compelling to order publication without the name
of the member.
The panel rendered its decision on penalty,
including as to publication without the name of the
member, orally at the conclusion of the hearing.
The member waived his right to appeal. The association advised that it would not appeal.
The oral reprimand was administered at the conclusion of the hearing on November 5, 2012.
The written summary of the Decision and Reasons was signed by John Vieth, P.Eng., as chair on
behalf of the other members of the discipline panel:
Ishwar Bhatia, P.Eng., George Comrie, P.Eng.,
Daniela Iliescu, P.Eng., and Sharon Reid, C.Tech.
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Decision and Reasons
In the matter of a hearing under the Professional
Engineers Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.28; and in the
matter of a complaint regarding the conduct of
PAUL D. REW, P.ENG., a member of the Association
of Professional Engineers of Ontario, and RUBICON
ENVIRONMENTAL INC., a holder of a Certificate
of Authorization.
This matter first came on for hearing before a panel of the Discipline
Committee on August 30, 2010, at which time the panel granted an
adjournment at the request of the Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario (association), with the consent of the member, Paul
D. Rew, P.Eng. (Rew), and the holder, Rubicon Environmental Inc.
(REI), due to the unavailability of certain witnesses and, as Aviva
Harari, counsel for the association, was not ready to proceed at that
time. Subsequently, the association retained Leah Price as counsel for
the balance of the hearing. Prior to the adjournment being granted,
the Notice of Hearing and Statement of Allegations were entered
as exhibits. Rew and REI pleaded not guilty to the allegations, and
the panel became seized. The hearing was scheduled to resume on
November 30, 2010, but did not proceed on that date due to the
unavailability of a member of the panel.
The hearing was then set to proceed on January 10, 2012. The
panel received a motion from the association seeking an adjournment
as one of their witnesses was unable to attend to testify on those dates
because of childcare difficulties or, alternatively, that the hearing be
held electronically, in part, so the witness could be heard. The panel
determined to hear the motion and the responses from defence counsel
in writing. The panel was not inclined to grant the association’s request
for an adjournment as the allegations concerned events that took place
in 2007, and the matter was referred to the Discipline Committee and
the allegations served on the defendants on or about October 28, 2009.
The witness was able to revisit her childcare arrangements so that she
could be available after 1 p.m. on the afternoon of January 10, 2012.
The hearing ultimately proceeded on January 10, 11 and 12, 2012,
and was scheduled to resume on May 1, 2 and 3, 2012. The defendant, Rew, was ill at that time, and so the hearing was rescheduled to
July 24, 2012.
Prior to that date, a member of the panel, David Smith, became
unable to complete the hearing. The remaining four panel members
proceeded with the hearing, pursuant to section 4.4(1) of the Statu-
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tory Powers Procedure Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter s.22
(and with the consent of all parties) on July 24, 25 and
26, 2012, and on August 16, 2012, at the offices of
the association.

The allegations
The allegations against Rew and REI, as stated in the
four-page Statement of Allegations dated October 28,
2009, may be summarized as follows:
It is alleged that Rew and Rubicon Environmental Inc:
(a) failed to report a potential risk to public health
(from a contaminated aquifer) to the local medical
officer of health and the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) office forthwith, contrary to
subsections 72(2)(a) and (b), and 77(2)(i) of Regulation 941;
(b) failed to provide accurate and timely information
when directly questioned by the MOE, contrary to
subsections 72(2)(c) and (d), and 77(6) of Regulation 941;
(c) failed to act with courtesy and good faith toward
Frank Colozza, P.Geo. (Colozza), when Colozza’s
name was used on correspondence without his
consent, contrary to subsection 77(7)(i) of Regulation 941;
(d) made a number of statements in the May 16, 2007
letter (public notice) that were not supported by the
data reported, contrary to subsection 77(2)(iii) of
Regulation 941;
(e) failed to disclose appropriately a conflict of interest
when REI was retained by a number of parties having an interest in the fill material at the subject site,
contrary to subsections 72(2)(i) and 77(3) of Regulation 941;
(f) failed to meet the standard expected from a professional engineer regarding the information
documented in the phase II environmental site
assessment (ESA) report, contrary to subsections
72(2)(d) and (g), and 77(1)(iv) of Regulation 941;
(g) demonstrated a lack of understanding of the practices, protocols and standards involved in designing
and conducting a sampling and analysis program for
a phase II ESA, contrary to subsection 72(2)(a) of
Regulation 941; and
(h) breached section 53 of Regulation 941 made under
the Professional Engineers Act by failing to date the
phase II ESA report.

Plea of the member and/or holder
Rew and REI denied the allegations set out in the Notice
of Hearing.
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Overview
The hearing arose as a result of Rew’s involvement
in the assessment of soil and ground water conditions at 223017 Grey Road 17 in Springmount,
ON, known as Paper Products Plus Inc. property
(PPP), as a professional service to Norm Prince
(Prince), the owner of this commercial property.
The allegations pertain to the conduct of Rew and
REI between April 18, 2007 and July 23, 2007.
Rew has held a licence under the provisions of
the Professional Engineers Act since 1991. Rew was
the responsible professional engineer for REI while
this firm held a Certificate of Authorization from
October 4, 1994 to January 13, 2010. Rew had
been prastising environmental engineering with
his company, REI, in the Owen Sound area for
approximately 13 years at the time he was retained
by Prince to assess the conditions on the PPP
property. Rew completed numerous environmental
assessments, nationally and internationally, prior to
being retained by Prince and has not been before a
discipline panel previously. Rew has been practising
environmental engineering for the past 22 years.
Prince was concerned about the content of fill
materials that had been placed on his property without his consent, and that these materials might have
caused the degradation he observed in the water supplied by a well located on the property. He contacted
REI to investigate.
Rew supervised the excavation of test pits, collected samples and submitted them for laboratory
analysis. Rew also accepted samples taken by his client for analysis. He produced a report for his client
based on the laboratory analysis and his own observations at the site.
The complaint against Rew and REI was raised
by a professional engineer working in the Owen
Sound office of the MOE that oversees the region
where the PPP property is located. The complaint
raised questions about the quality of the report
produced by Rew. The complaint also questioned
Rew’s conduct toward protection of public safety
through the course of his involvement with the site
assessment. The validity of the allegations arising
from this complaint were evaluated by the panel
based on the evidence presented.
Several of the allegations pertained to a letter
circulated in the community warning of potential
environmental issues around the PPP property and
calling a public meeting. The fact of the letter was
uncontested. For ease of reference and because
may/june 2013

much of the evidence in this case related to the sending and content of
that letter, the text of the letter dated May 16, 2007 is set out in full
below:
“May 16, 2007
To Whom It May Concern ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES - SPRINGMOUNT
Construction and demolition waste, solid waste and hazardous industrial
waste from the former BCK property were mixed and placed on the Win-Mar
and Paper Products Plus Inc. properties on Grey Road 17. Contamination
from these soils has leached into the aquifer. Testing of the groundwater has
confirmed that the Paper Products property water well contains elevated levels
of the heavy metals parameters.
Until further notice, we are recommending that you do not drink water
from your water well, and minimize the amount of water used.
In this regard, a public meeting is being held at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
May 22, 2007 at the Springmount RV property and we encourage your attendance.
Frank Colozza, P.Geol			
Paul D. Rew, P.Eng.
Hydrogeologist”					
The key evidentiary question is whether this letter was authored, sent or
was caused to be sent by Rew or REI.
Another question is whether Rew was aware of any potential danger
to public safety from his assessment of the PPP property that he failed to
report to the proper authorities. In particular, did Rew or REI fail to correct or report a situation that the practitioner believes may endanger the
safety or the welfare of the public?
Further, was it reasonable, under the circumstances at the time, for Rew
to withhold the report prepared for his client from the MOE?
The MOE succeeded in compelling the disclosure of the report Rew
delivered to his client. This report was subsequently assessed as being
intended as a full and complete phase II ESA. It did not meet the standard
for several reasons. The key evidentiary question for the panel is whether this
report met the standard expected from a professional engineer, given the purpose for which the report was intended by Rew’s client.

The Evidence
In the seven-day span of this hearing, a large volume of evidence was presented. The panel found that much of this evidence was not pertinent to
decisions on the allegations. In fact, much of the evidence presented was
not disputed, and could have been agreed prior to the hearing and introduced as a statement of facts. For the benefit of reading, the panel will only
present the pertinent evidence here.
Exhibit 5 was the Professional Engineers Ontario registrar’s certification
that Rew held a licence and REI held a Certificate of Authorization under
the provisions of the act at all material times during the events giving rise
to this hearing.
The association called Heather Pollard (Pollard), an area supervisor with
the MOE during the period to which her testimony pertained. Pollard
www.peo.on.ca

referred to her notes (Exhibit 7) while testifying
that she was made aware of the public meeting in Springmount and the invitation letter
(Exhibit 8). Pollard recounted the dialogue with
the Grey-Bruce Health Unit regarding information on any drinking water contamination. The
health unit reported to her by email (Exhibit 9)
that they received a call from Prince on August
8, 2006 complaining of contaminated well water
that they did not act on.
Pollard testified that she attended the meeting in Springmount. During that meeting, Rew
showed her the laboratory analysis results he had
received and agreed to send her his full report.
She testified that, at the meeting, Rew stated
that the laboratory analysis results showed “hits
in every category.” However, she “became less
concerned” when Rew indicated, in response to
Pollard’s questions, that he had not compared
the lab results with the Ontario Safe Drinking
Water Standard (OSDWS). Pollard identified
the phase II ESA report document authored by
Rew and REI as received by the MOE (Exhibit
12). She stated that Rew requested she visit the
test pits with him. She never complied with his
request. In cross-examination, Pollard testified that
Prince did not require a phase II ESA report for
his PPP property.
The association called Colozza to testify about
the letter (Exhibit 8) bearing his name. Colozza is
a hydrogeologist with JFM Environmental. He
testified that he was informed about the letter by
Ian Mitchell (Mitchell) of the MOE. Colozza
testified that he was not aware of the letter
(Exhibit 8) previously. He identified his
May 23 message to Mitchell (Exhibit 15),
denying his involvement with the letter
(Exhibit 8) and explaining his interaction with
Rew and REI regarding the PPP property. In
the message, Colozza states that Rew informed
him in a telephone conversation that Christi
Rew, Rew’s wife, distributed the letter and that
Rew described and provided background on the
letter. On cross-examination, Colozza could not
recall from whom he received a copy of the letter
(Exhibit 8). Colozza testified that he did not know
whether Rew was aware of the contents of the letter (Exhibit 8) prior to the May 22 meeting.
The association called Dana Mohammed
(Mohammed), MOE environmental officer, to
recount his investigation of the ground water
ENGINEERING DIMENSIONS
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contamination concerns reported to Pollard during
the May 22 meeting. Mohammed referred to his
notes (Exhibit 16) during testimony about the water
samples he collected and had analyzed. He testified to
his letter to Rew requesting a report detailing the data
he mentioned during the May 22 meeting (Exhibit
17) and, subsequently, contacting Bruce Thom
(Thom) and Prince with the same request. Mohammed identified the fax received from REI in response
to his request for the report and that he was directed
to contact lawyer Ian Robertson. Mohammed identified the provincial order he issued (Exhibit 11) to
Thom and Prince, demanding the report pertaining
to the ground water contamination reported by Rew
at the May 22 meeting. Mohammed identified the
letter (Exhibit 24) he received from attorney John
Tamming, representing Prince, and stating conditions under which his client would agree to provide
the report. Mohammed testified that he received the
requested report (Exhibit 14) from Thom. Mohammed also testified that the analytical results for the
water samples he collected on May 22, entered as
Exhibit 27, did not justify a warning, as given in the
May 16 letter. The panel asked Mohammed if he
expected to receive a phase II ESA report in response
to his request. He answered he was happy to see it,
but it was not expected.
The association called David Flynn (Flynn) of
Stantec Consulting as an expert witness regarding
environmental engineering practice. Flynn identified
the report he prepared (Exhibit 29) on his review
of the phase II ESA report produced by Rew and
REI pertaining to the PPP property (Exhibit 12).
Flynn also referred to a constellation of professional
standards, guidelines and regulations pertaining to
environmental engineering (Exhibit 30). Throughout his testimony, Flynn identified the deficiencies
of the report in Exhibit 12 and an entirely completed phase II ESA. In cross-examination, Flynn
testified that the analysis results in the report
(Exhibit 12) were within Ontario safe drinking
water standards. Flynn felt that the ministry should
have called Rew before the public meeting. He also
testified that he did not believe Prince was injured
by the conduct of Rew or REI.
The defence called Rew. He recounted the
circumstances of his being retained by Prince to
investigate the fill placed on his PPP property and
the possible connection with the contamination
of the water in the well. Rew testified that he was
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not aware of the May 16 letter (Exhibit 8), calling a public meeting, until May 22, the day of
the meeting. Rew testified that he did discuss the
water analysis results he had during the meeting.
He testified that he told Pollard he could not provide his report because it was prepared for Prince
for litigation. He claimed his report was protected
by “litigation privilege.” Rew testified to presenting the report in exhibits 12 and 14 to Prince and
his attorney as a draft. He testified that his client
did not require a full phase II ESA because a land
use change was not contemplated. He testified that
he signed and sealed the report, after review, on
the request of Prince. Rew testified to having been
retained by Harold Sutherland to assure compliance
with the MOE order to remove the contaminated
fill from the Win-Mar and adjacent PPP property.
Rew identified his report on compliance (Exhibit
33) as accepted by the MOE. The report shows
that the contaminated fill that was the cause of
Prince’s concerns, and the reason he engaged Rew
and REI, had been removed. In cross-examination,
Rew was presented with his invoice to Prince and
asked whether the May 16 entry for preparing correspondence was for the letter in Exhibit 8. Rew
denied this. He testified to receiving a copy of the
letter at the meeting on May 22 and including it as
an appendix of his report. Rew was asked to explain
why he did not respond to clarify the statements
made by Colozza (Exhibit 15) implicating him and
REI in the preparation and distribution of the May
16 letter (Exhibit 8). Rew responded by showing
that the message was not copied to him by email,
despite the footnote, and that he did not receive this
message from Colozza in a timely way.
The defence called Bruce Tunnicliffe (Tunnicliffe) of Vertex Environmental Inc. as an expert
witness regarding environmental engineering practice. Tunnicliffe testified in support of the report
prepared by Vertex employee, Rick McGregor,
(Exhibit 39) in response to the report prepared by
expert Flynn. He testified that he would sign the
report as his own work. Tunnicliffe testified that
it is common practice to include a statement on a
phase II ESA that the contents of the report cannot
be relied upon. He testified that a report prepared
for a client should not be distributed without the
client’s consent. Tunnicliffe testified that it is typical
practice to distribute reports in draft form to clients
for review. He testified that draft reports are also
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often submitted to the MOE, in draft, for technical review and comment. Tunnicliffe testified that
he has been involved in the preparation of many
phase II ESA reports and that the reports are written differently depending on the needs of the client.
He testified that, in his experience, large corporate
clients often have different standards for the phase II
ESA reports they order in terms of format, methods
used and extent of sampling and analysis.
The defence called Colleen Newell (Newell),
owner of many gas stations and a frequent client of
Rew and REI. Newell testified to her satisfaction
with the work of Rew and REI.
The defence called Zihnija Hurem, PhD (Hurem),
of PH Quantum, an analytical services laboratory
that tested water samples provided by Rew and REI.
Hurem testified that the results of his testing appear
on pages 132 to 150 of Exhibit 12. He testified to the
special purpose of analyzing the old samples provided
to Rew by Prince. He testified to the circumstances
of the certification of his employees and the accreditation of his laboratory at the time he tested the
samples provided by Rew from the PPP property.

Decision
(i) Onus and standard of proof
The association bears the onus of proving the
allegations in accordance with the standard of
proof, which the panel is familiar with, set out
in Re Bernstein and College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (1977) 15 O.R. (2d) 477. The
standard of proof applied by the panel, in accordance with the Bernstein decision, was a balance
of probabilities with the qualification that the
proof must be clear and convincing and based
upon cogent evidence accepted by the panel.
(ii) Decision
Having considered the evidence and the onus
and standard of proof, the panel finds that the
association has failed to prove any of the
allegations against Rew and REI.

Reasons for decision
The first allegation is that Rew and REI failed to
report a potential risk to public health (from a contaminated aquifer) to the local medical officer of
health and the MOE office forthwith. Mohammed
testified that laboratory analysis of the water samples
he obtained from wells on the PPP property and
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adjacent properties did not justify a warning. Pollard
testified that she was less concerned when she compared the analysis results obtained from Rew to the
OSDWS. Flynn testified that the laboratory results
presented in the report prepared by Rew (Exhibit
12) did not indicate a drinking water safety hazard.
Rew testified that the water he sampled from the
well on the PPP property was of poor quality due to
odour, appearance and taste; however, the laboratory analysis indicated it was within Ontario safe
drinking water standards. Rew testified that he was
concerned about the condition of the water, but he
did not have facts indicating a public health risk. In
evidence introduced during the testimony of Pollard (Exhibit 9, pp 2), the health unit acknowledges
receiving a report from Prince almost one year prior
about well water contamination, and that they were
not so concerned for public safety to act on it. The
association did not introduce any evidence that a
potential public health risk existed of which Rew
was, or ought to have been, aware. The panel finds
that Rew and REI had no reasonable cause to report
a risk to public health.
The second allegation is that Rew and REI failed
to provide accurate and timely information when
directly questioned by the MOE. Pollard of the
MOE testified that, during a public meeting on
May 22, 2007, Rew indicated that he had evidence
of soil groundwater contamination on the PPP
property and that he had prepared a report of his
findings. Pollard testified that she verbally requested
a copy of the report from Rew during the meeting. Rew and REI did not provide the report to the
MOE. Mohammed, a senior environmental officer
with the MOE, testified to the multiple requests
for the report, including a letter dated May 28,
2007 to Rew and REI (Exhibit 17). Rew testified he
informed the MOE that the report was the property
of his client and that he did not have the authority
to release it without his client’s permission. This is
corroborated by the fax sent on May 28, 2007, by
Mohammed to Prince (Exhibit 19) requesting the
report and identifying Rew and REI as consultants of
Prince. Mohammed identified a letter received by fax
from Rew on June 15, 2007 (Exhibit 20), in which
Rew indicates that further correspondence needs to
be handled through a lawyer. Mohammed complied
and sent a letter dated June 19, 2007 (Exhibit 21),
to the lawyer requesting the report. Rew testified to
his concern about the contaminated soil his report
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indicates is on the PPP property and the cost
his client would incur if the MOE ordered it
removed. Rew testified to his belief that it would
be unprofessional for him to release the report
without his client’s permission. Rew testified
that he was not aware of any imminent threat
to public safety indicated by the findings of
his report. This is corroborated by the findings
of the panel on the first allegation. Without
an overriding public safety concern, the panel
believes that Rew made a reasonable decision
not to release the report and to direct the MOE
to the proper authority to obtain the report. The
panel finds that Rew and REI did act professionally, contrary to the allegation.
The third allegation, that Rew failed to act
with courtesy and good faith toward Colozza,
when Colozza’s name was used on correspondence without his consent, relates to the May
16, 2007 letter (Public Notice). The letter was
introduced as Exhibit 8 by the association and
identified in testimony by Pollard as undersigned by Rew and Colozza. In his testimony,
Colozza denies involvement in preparing the
letter and claims his name was used without his
knowledge or consent. Rew testified that this
letter was not authored, sent or was caused to be
sent by him. Rew testified that he did receive the
letter and that he included it as correspondence in
his report. As it appears in evidence, there are no
signatures on the letter, and it is on plain paper
without a letterhead. To prove the allegation,
the association must establish that the letter was
authored, sent or was caused to be sent by Rew
or REI. The panel did not find any clear and
cogent evidence identifying Rew or REI as the
source of the letter. In deciding whether Rew is
likely responsible for the letter, the panel looked
for motivation. From the decision on the first
allegation, Rew does not have reasonable cause to
declare a public health risk to warn against drinking water from wells on and around the PPP
property, as is written in the letter. The panel
found no evidence to suggest a motive for an
experienced environmental engineer like Rew to
issue such a letter. The panel does find evidence
in the testimony of Rew and in correspondence
(Exhibit 41) from Prince to Rew dated June 1,
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2007 that other parties with a pecuniary interest in the remediation of the
PPP property and adjacent properties were aware of the names and facts
to have written the letter. Not being professionals, these parties would not
likely have been aware of the consequences of circulating such a letter in
terms of public alarm and panic. One possible motivation for calling a
public meeting could have been to raise awareness of the contaminated soil
to build public demand for having it removed, as testified by Rew. Because
there is no clear, cogent and convincing evidence that Rew or REI was
responsible for the letter, the panel found, on the balance of probabilities,
that the allegation of failing to act with courtesy and good faith was not
proven.
The fourth allegation is that Rew and REI made a number of statements
in the May 16, 2007 letter (Public Notice) that were not supported by
the data reported. Following from the decision on the third allegation that
the letter was not authored, sent or caused to be sent by Rew or REI, the
statements in the letter cannot be attributed to them. The panel, therefore,
found this allegation was also unproven.
On the fifth allegation of failing to appropriately disclose a conflict
of interest when Rubicon was retained by a number of parties having an
interest in the fill material at the subject site, the evidence brought by
the association referred to the former site of the Black Clawson Kennedy
foundry in Owen Sound (BCK property), where it was believed the fill
material originated. Rew testified to the fact that his father-in-law had
owned the BCK property at one time, and that he and REI were retained
to manage the environmental issues on that site. He also testified that, on
the death of his father-in-law, his wife inherited the property. He testified
that the BCK property was subsequently sold and the new owners did not
retain him or REI. Rew testified that material was not moved from the
BCK property to the PPP property, or the adjacent Win-Mar property
prior to the sale. His testimony is corroborated in the earlier cross-examination of Pollard on page 77 of Exhibit 12 to show that the township permit
that resulted in the contaminated fill on the PPP property had not been
issued prior to July 2004. The defence presented page 47 of Exhibit 12, identified by Rew as a letter naming Azimuth Environmental as the firm retained
by the new owners and dated February 2004, prior to the fill being placed
and over three years prior to Rew and REI working for Prince on the PPP
property. The association did not bring any contradictory evidence. From
the evidence presented, the panel does not find any apparent conflict of
interest that Rew could have failed to disclose.
The sixth allegation is that Rew and REI failed to meet the standard
expected from a professional engineer regarding the information documented in the phase II ESA report. Mohammed testified that the MOE
did receive the report of Rew and REI in reply to the order he issued to
Prince. Flynn, as an expert for the association, gave his detailed opinion
of the deficiencies of the report as received by the MOE (Exhibit 12) in
comparison to standards of practice in phase II ESAs, while referring to his
written analysis (Exhibit 29). Flynn regarded the report as a complete and
final report. Rew testified that he was the author of the report, as presented
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in Exhibit 12, and that this version of the report
was a draft presented to his client for interim
review. Although the report bears his seal and
signature, unusual practice for a draft report,
Rew testified that he had not presented it as a
final report, but as a draft for discussion with
his client, as was his usual practice. His client,
Prince, asked him to sign and seal the report to
show that he would stand behind it. Rew testified that the report was intended for his client
to have contaminated fill removed from his
property and that the report was never intended
for submission to the MOE for any purpose for
which such a report would normally be used, as
in the change of use or the sale of a property.
In Exhibit 34, the association presented the
REI invoice for the preparation of the report.
The invoice does not indicate that the work was
complete. The association did not introduce
any testimony, in chief or in cross, that Rew
and REI represented the report (Exhibit 12) as
a final phase II ESA. Tunnicliffe, as an expert
for the defence, noted that it was his practice
to mark each page of a draft report as draft. He
also testified that draft phase II ESA reports, at
various stages of completeness, are frequently
provided to clients and the MOE for review and
comment. The panel does not find that Rew or
REI failed to meet the standard expected from a
professional engineer by presenting a draft copy
of the report to his client and his client’s lawyer.
The seventh allegation is that Rew and REI
demonstrated a lack of understanding of the
practices, protocols and standards involved in
designing and conducting a sampling and analysis program for a phase II ESA. Although Rew
and REI had likely conducted similar work on
many occasions, the association chose to restrict
the evidence it presented to the one instance on
the PPP property. In his own testimony and in
the text of his report, Rew identified aspects of
the sampling and analysis that were incomplete
or not conducted according to standards. The
evidence indicated that Rew understood that he
was deliberately not following all practices, protocols and standards, while meeting the needs
of his client’s situation. In that context, Rew
took samples from the test pits to provide his
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client with a cost-effective and timely preliminary evaluation of contamination to facilitate
preparation for possible future litigation. On this
single instance of practice by Rew and REI presented as evidence by the association, the panel
does not find a lack of understanding of the
practices, protocols and standards involved in
designing and conducting a sampling and analysis program for a phase II ESA.
On the eighth allegation of Rew and REI
breaching section 53 of Regulation 941 made
under the Professional Engineers Act by failing to
date the phase II ESA report, the panel considered the evidence in Exhibit 12 and the possibility
that the order of the pages may have been altered
as the document was handled and copied. The
panel heard no clear and cogent evidence that the
letter was not part of the report. The panel finds
the cover letter for the report bearing a date satisfied the regulatory requirement.
The panel orders that its decision be published
in full in the official journal of the association.
J.E. (Tim) Benson, P.Eng., signed this Decision
and Reasons as chair on behalf of the members
of the discipline panel: Ishwar Bhatia, P.Eng.,
Phil Maka, P.Eng., and John Vieth, P.Eng.
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